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(54) CABLE, CONNECTOR, AND PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND DISPLAY DEVICE USING SAME

(57) In at least one embodiment, the present disclo-
sure provides a cable. The cable includes a film (221). A
first cable pin (201a) and a second cable pin (202a) are
spaced apart from one another in a first pin region (210a)
on a first face of the film (221). A third cable pin (203a)
and a fourth cable pin (204a) are spaced apart from one
another in a second pin region (220a) on a second face
of the film (221) that is opposite the first face. A first cable
signal line (201c) on the first face of the film (221) is con-
nected to the first cable pin (201a), and a second cable
signal line (202c) on the first face of the film (221) is con-
nected to the second cable pin (202a). A third cable signal
line (203c) on the second face of the film (221) is con-
nected to the third cable pin (203a), and a fourth cable
signal line (204c) on the second face of the film (221) is
connected to the fourth cable pin (204a).
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims priority from Korean Pat-
ent Application No. 10-2017-0181193, filed December
27, 2017.

BACKGROUND

Technical Field

[0002] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate
to a cable, a connector, and a printed circuit board and
a display device that use the cable and the connector.

Description of the Related Art

[0003] As society develops into an information-orient-
ed society, the demand for display devices for displaying
an image is increasing in various forms, and various types
of display devices, such as a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
device and an Organic Light-Emitting Diode (OLED) dis-
play device, are being utilized.
[0004] Among the above-mentioned display devices,
the OLED display device, which is a self-luminous device,
has recently been spotlighted because the OLED display
device is excellent in response speed, viewing angle,
color reproducibility, and the like, and can be implement-
ed so as to be thin.
[0005] In a display device, various driving units and
controllers, which are connected to the display panel, are
disposed on respective printed circuit boards, and the
respective printed circuit boards are connected via ca-
bles so as to be supplied with signals and voltages.
[0006] However, the cables and printed circuit boards
include pins that are in contact with each other to be
aligned with each other and transmit signals, and signal
wirings that are connected to the pins. When transmitting
signals at high speed, two adjacent lines transmit signals
may have different polarities, and when two lines are
short circuited, a circuit connected to the cable may be
damaged. Therefore, each of the cable and the printed
circuit board has a wiring formed using a set process
margin. However, due to a difference in size between the
cable and the printed circuit board, a difference exists in
the process margins, which are respectively set for the
cable and the printed circuit board. Particularly, a process
margin set in a printed circuit board employed in a large-
sized display device is larger than a process margin set
in a cable. Then, because the pins of the cable should
be aligned with the pins of the printed circuit board, there
is a limit to which the width of the cable can be narrowed.
In addition, when the cable is long, a transmission rate
may deteriorate, causing attenuation of signals or the like
due to the line resistance of the cable or the like. Due to
the increase in the cable width, the shortest connection
cannot be made between the cable and the printed circuit

board, which also increases manufacturing costs due to
the increase in the length of the cable.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0007] In various embodiments, the present disclosure
provides a cable and a connector which enable high-
speed signal transmission, and a printed circuit board
and a display device which use the cable and the con-
nector.
[0008] In various embodiments, the present disclosure
provides a cable and a connector, which can be easily
fastened, and a printed circuit board and a display device
which use the cable and the connector.
[0009] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
provide a cable and a connector as described in the in-
dependent claims. Further embodiments are described
in the dependent claims.
[0010] In one or more embodiments of the present dis-
closure, a display device is provided that includes a cable,
the cable including: a film having a first pin region and a
first dummy pin region adjacent to one another on a first
face of the film, and a second pin region and a second
dummy pin region adjacent to one another on a second
face of the film opposite the first face, the second pin
region overlapping the first dummy pin region and the
second dummy pin region overlapping the first pin region;
a first cable pin and a second cable pin spaced apart
from one another in the first pin region; a third cable pin
and a fourth cable pin spaced apart from one another in
the second pin region; a first cable signal line on the first
face of the film and connected to the first cable pin, and
a second cable signal line on the first face of the film and
connected to the second cable pin; and a third cable sig-
nal line on the second face of the film and connected to
the third cable pin, and a fourth cable signal line on the
second face of the film and connected to the fourth cable
pin.
[0011] In one or more embodiments, the present dis-
closure provides a connector including: a connector
body; a first fastening portion extending from the connec-
tor body and including a first protrusion that protrudes
downwards; a second fastening portion extending from
the connector body, the second fastening portion being
adjacent to the first fastening portion, the second fasten-
ing portion including a second protrusion that protrudes
downwards and is spaced apart from the connector body
along a first direction by a distance that is less than a
distance between the first protrusion and the connector
body along the first direction; a third fastening portion
extending from the connector body and including a third
protrusion that protrudes upwards at a position corre-
sponding to a position of the first protrusion; and a fourth
fastening portion extending from the connector body, the
fourth fastening portion being adjacent to the third fas-
tening portion, the fourth fastening portion including a
fourth protrusion that protrudes upwards at a position cor-
responding to a position of the second protrusion.
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[0012] In one or more embodiments, the present dis-
closure provides a printed circuit board including a print-
ed circuit board body and a connector disposed on an
upper face of the printed circuit board body. The connec-
tor may include: a connector body; a first fastening portion
extending in a first direction from the connector body and
including a first protrusion that protrudes downwards to-
ward the upper face of the printed circuit board body; a
second fastening portion extending in the first direction
from the connector body, the second fastening portion
spaced apart from the first fastening portion in a second
direction that is transverse to the first direction, the sec-
ond fastening portion including a second protrusion that
protrudes downwards toward the upper face of the print-
ed circuit board body and is spaced apart from the con-
nector body in the first direction by a distance that is less
than a distance between the first protrusion and the con-
nector body in the first direction; a third fastening portion
extending in the first direction from the connector body
and including a third protrusion that protrudes upwards
at a position that corresponds to a position of the first
protrusion; and a fourth fastening portion extending in
the first direction from the connector body, the fourth fas-
tening portion spaced apart from the third fastening por-
tion in the second direction, the fourth fastening portion
including a fourth protrusion that protrudes upwards at a
position that corresponds to a position of the second pro-
trusion.
[0013] In one or more embodiments, the present dis-
closure provides a display device including: a display
panel; a first source printed circuit board disposed on a
first side of the display panel; a second source printed
circuit board disposed on the first side of the display pan-
el; a first integrated circuit disposed on a first base film
that is connected to the display panel and the first source
printed circuit board; a second integrated circuit disposed
on a second base film that is connected to the display
panel and the second source printed circuit board; a
bridge printed circuit board configured to supply a signal
to the first source printed circuit board. The bridge printed
circuit board and the first source printed circuit board are
connected to each other by a first cable, and the first
source printed circuit board and the second source print-
ed circuit board are connected to each other by a second
cable. At least one of the first cable and the second cable
may include: a film having a first pin region and a first
dummy pin region adjacent to one another on a first face
of the film, and a second pin region and a second dummy
pin region adjacent to one another on a second face of
the film opposite the first face, the second pin region over-
lapping the first dummy pin region and the second dummy
pin region overlapping the first pin region; a first cable
pin and a second cable pin spaced apart from one an-
other in the first pin region; a third cable pin and a fourth
cable pin spaced apart from one another in the second
pin region; a first wiring layer on the first face of the film,
the first wiring layer including a first wiring connected to
the first cable pin, and a second wiring connected to the

second cable pin; and a second wiring layer on the sec-
ond face of the film, the second wiring layer including a
third wiring connected to the third cable pin, and a fourth
wiring connected to the fourth cable pin.
[0014] According to embodiments of the present dis-
closure, it is possible to provide a cable and a connector,
which enable high-speed signal transmission, and a dis-
play device that uses the cable and the connector.
[0015] According to the embodiments of the present
disclosure, it is possible to provide a cable and a con-
nector that can be easily fastened and a display device
that uses the cable and the connector.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF 
THE DRAWINGS

[0016] The above and other aspects, features and ad-
vantages of the present disclosure will be more apparent
from the following detailed description taken in conjunc-
tion with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a structural view illustrating an example of
a display device according to embodiments of the
present disclosure;
FIG. 2A is a plan view illustrating an example of a
rear side of a display device according to embodi-
ments of the present disclosure;
FIG. 2B is an enlarged view illustrating a connection
relationship between source printed circuit boards
illustrated in FIG. 2A and a cable connecting the
source printed circuit boards;
FIG. 3 is a plan view illustrating the upper face of a
source cable according to embodiments of the
present disclosure;
FIG. 4 is a plan view illustrating the lower face of the
source cable according to embodiments of the
present disclosure;
FIG. 5A is an enlarged view illustrating an arrange-
ment relationship of pins arranged in a region A in
an upper pin region illustrated in FIG. 3;
FIG. 5B is an enlarged view illustrating an arrange-
ment relationship of pins arranged in the region A
and a reduced margin between adjacent cable signal
lines, in accordance with one or more embodiments;
FIG. 6A is an enlarged view illustrating an arrange-
ment relationship of pins arranged in a region B in a
lower pin region illustrated in FIG. 4;
FIG. 6B is an enlarged view illustrating an arrange-
ment relationship of pins arranged in the region B
and a reduced margin between adjacent cable signal
lines, in accordance with one or more embodiments;
FIG. 6C is an enlarged view illustrating an arrange-
ment relationship of pins arranged in a region C in a
lower pin region and a reduced margin between ad-
jacent cable signal lines, in accordance with one or
more embodiments;
FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view illustrating a cross
section of the source cable, which is taken along line
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I-I’ in FIG. 5A;
FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view illustrating a cross
section of the source cable, which is taken along line
II-II’ in FIG. 6A;
FIG. 9 is a plan view illustrating a source printed cir-
cuit board according to embodiments of the present
disclosure;
FIG. 10 is an enlarged plan view illustrating a portion
of a third pin region disposed on the source printed
circuit board illustrated in FIG. 9;
FIG. 11 is a side view illustrating one embodiment
in which a source cable is inserted into a connector
according to embodiments of the present disclosure;
FIG. 12 is a side view illustrating another embodi-
ment in which a source cable is inserted into a con-
nector according to embodiments of the present dis-
closure;
FIG. 13 is a top plan view of a connector according
to embodiments of the present disclosure;
FIG. 14 is a bottom plan view of the connector; and
FIG. 15 is a side view illustrating a relationship be-
tween connectors according to embodiments of the
present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0017] Hereinafter, some embodiments of the present
disclosure will be described in detail with reference to the
accompanying illustrative drawings. In designating ele-
ments of the drawings by reference numerals, the same
elements will be designated by the same reference nu-
merals although they are shown in different drawings.
Further, in the following description of the present disclo-
sure, a detailed description of known functions and con-
figurations incorporated herein will be omitted when it
may make the subject matter of the present disclosure
rather unclear.
[0018] In addition, terms, such as first, second, A, B,
(a), (b) or the like may be used herein when describing
components of the present disclosure. Each of these ter-
minologies is not used to define an essence, order or
sequence of a corresponding component but is used
merely to distinguish the corresponding component from
other component(s). In the case that it is described that
a certain structural element "is connected to," "is coupled
to," or "is in contact with" another structural element, it
should be interpreted that another structural element may
"be connected to," "be coupled to," or "be in contact with"
the structural elements as well as that the certain struc-
tural element is directly connected to or is in direct contact
with another structural element.
[0019] Similarly, positional terms such as upper, lower,
left, right, above, below, front, rear, or the like may be
used herein when describing components or features of
the present disclosure. Such terms are used only to dis-
tinguish a relative position of one component or feature
with respect to another component or feature, and are
not used to define any particular orientation of the various

embodiments of the present disclosure. For example, a
first component may be described as being on an upper
face of a structure, and a second component may be
described as being on a lower face of the structure; how-
ever, it should be readily appreciated that depending on
an orientation of the structure, the second component
may be on the upper face while the first component may
be on the lower face.
[0020] FIG. 1 is a structural view illustrating an example
of a display device according to embodiments of the
present disclosure.
[0021] Referring to FIG. 1, a display device 100 may
include a display panel 110, a gate driver 120, a data
driver 130, and a controller 140.
[0022] The display panel 110 may have a plurality of
pixels 101, which are disposed in a region where a plu-
rality of gate lines GL1 to GLn and a plurality of data lines
DL1 to DLm intersect each other. The term "intersect" is
used herein in its broadest sense to include within the
meaning that one element crosses over or overlaps an-
other element, and does not necessarily require that the
two elements contact each other. For example, the gate
lines GL1 to GLn and the data lines DL1 to DLm may
overlap, and thus intersect with each other, but may be
physically separated from one another, for example, by
one or more layers or elements provided there between.
It also includes within its meaning, in some embodiments,
that the lines or elements can contact each other. Each
pixel 101 may include an organic light-emitting diode
(OLED) and a pixel circuit configured to supply a driving
current to the OLED. The pixel circuit may receive a data
signal flowing in the data lines DL1 to DLm in response
to a gate signal transmitted through a gate line, generates
a driving current and supplies the driving current to the
OLED. In addition, the display panel 110 may be driven
by receiving a plurality of voltages.
[0023] The gate driver 120 is connected to the plurality
of gate lines GL1 to GLn and is capable of transmitting
gate signals to the gate lines GL1 to GLn. Here, the
number of gate drivers 120 is illustrated as one. However,
the present disclosure is not limited thereto, and a plu-
rality of gate drivers 120 may be provided.
[0024] The data driver 130 is connected to the plurality
of data lines DL1 to DLm and is capable of transmitting
data signals to the data lines DL1 to DLm. The number
of data drivers 130 is illustrated as one. However, the
present disclosure is not limited thereto, and a plurality
of data drivers 130 may be provided. In addition, the
number of data drivers 130 may be determined based
on the size and resolution of the display panel 110.
[0025] In addition, the gate driver 120 and the data
driver 130 may each include a plurality of integrated cir-
cuits.
[0026] The controller 140 is capable of controlling the
gate driver 120 and the data driver 130. The controller
140 may transmit a clock signal and a synchronization
signal to the gate driver 120 and the data driver 130. In
addition, the controller 140 may transmit a video signal
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to the data driver 130. The signals transmitted to the gate
driver 120 and the data driver 130 from the controller 140
are not limited to those described above. In addition, the
controller 140 is capable of transmitting signals to be
transmitted to the gate driver 120 and the data driver 130
at a high speed. The high speed may mean that signals
are transmitted at a rate of not less than 1 gigabit per
second (Gbps). However, the present disclosure is not
limited thereto. In addition, the signals transmitted at high
speed may be differential signals. However, the present
disclosure is not limited thereto.
[0027] FIG. 2A is a plan view illustrating an example
of a rear side of a display device according to embodi-
ments of the present disclosure, and FIG. 2B is an en-
larged view illustrating a connection relationship between
source printed circuit boards illustrated in FIG. 2A and a
cable connecting the source printed circuit boards.
[0028] Referring to FIG. 2A, a display device 100 may
include a display panel 110, a first source printed circuit
board 130a disposed on one side (e.g., the rear side) of
the display panel 110, a second source printed circuit
board 130b disposed on the one side of the display panel
110, a first integrated circuit 132a disposed on a first base
film 131a connected to the display panel 110 and the first
source printed circuit board 130a, a second integrated
circuit 132b disposed on a second base film 131b con-
nected to the display panel 110 and the second source
printed circuit board 130b, and a bridge printed circuit
board 140a configured to supply a signal and voltage to
the first source printed circuit board 130a.
[0029] In the display device 100, the bridge printed cir-
cuit board 140a may be connected to the first source
printed circuit board 130a by a first cable 141a and a
second cable 141b. The first source printed circuit board
130a and the second source printed circuit board 130b
may be connected to each other by a first source cable
180a. However, the present disclosure is not limited
thereto. Each of the first cable 141a, the second cable
141b, and the first source cable 180a may be a Flexible
Flat Cable (FFC). However, the present disclosure is not
limited thereto. The bridge printed circuit board 140a may
supply a high-speed signal to the first source printed cir-
cuit board 130a and the second source printed circuit
board 130b. In addition, the bridge printed circuit board
140a may supply a differential signal to the first source
printed circuit board 130a and the second source printed
circuit board 130b. However, the present disclosure is
not limited thereto.
[0030] In addition, the display device 100 may further
include a third source printed circuit board 130c disposed
on the one side of the display panel 110 and a fourth
source printed circuit board 130d disposed on the one
side of the display panel 110. In addition, the display de-
vice 100 may include a third integrated circuit 132c dis-
posed on a third base film 131c connected to the display
panel 110 and the third source printed circuit board 130c,
and a fourth integrated circuit 132d disposed on a fourth
base film 131d connected to the display panel 110 and

the fourth source printed circuit board 130d.
[0031] Further, the bridge printed circuit board 140a
and the third source printed circuit board 130c may be
connected to each other by the third cable 141c and the
fourth cable 141d. The third source printed circuit board
130c and the fourth source printed circuit board 130d
may be connected to each other by a second source
cable 180b. However, the present disclosure is not lim-
ited thereto. The bridge printed circuit board 140a may
supply a high-speed signal to the third source printed
circuit board 130c and the fourth source printed circuit
board 130d. In addition, the bridge printed circuit board
140a may supply a differential signal to the third source
printed circuit board 130c and the fourth source printed
circuit board 130d. However, the present disclosure is
not limited thereto.
[0032] Each of the third cable 141c, the fourth cable
141d, and the second source cable 180b may be an FFC.
However, the present disclosure is not limited thereto.
[0033] The first source cable 180a may be disposed
between the first source printed circuit board 130a and
the second source printed circuit board 130b, and the
second source cable 180b may be disposed between the
third source printed circuit board 130c and the fourth
source printed circuit board 130d. Therefore, the lengths
of the first source cable 180a and the second source
cable 180b can be minimized. When the lengths of the
first source cable 180a and the second source cable 180b
are minimized, the degradation of transmission efficiency
of signals, which is caused by the lengths of the first
source cable 180a and the second source cable 180b,
can be minimized.
[0034] The first source cable 180a, which is disposed
between the first source printed circuit board 130a and
the second source printed circuit board 130b, has a width
W1, which is smaller than the width W2 of the first source
printed circuit board 130a and the second source printed
circuit board 130b, as illustrated in FIG. 2B. Thus, the
area of the first source cable 180a can be reduced. Here,
the width W1 of the first source cable 180a is illustrated
as being smaller than the width of the first source printed
circuit board 130a and the second source printed circuit
board 130b. However, the width of the second source
cable 180b disposed between the third source printed
circuit board 130c and the fourth source printed circuit
board 130d may also be smaller than the width of the
third source printed circuit board 130c and the fourth
source printed circuit board 130d, and in some embodi-
ments the second source cable 180b may have a same
or substantially same width as the width W1 of the first
source cable 180a shown in FIG. 2B.
[0035] In addition, the bridge printed circuit board 140a
may be connected to a control circuit board 140b. The
bridge printed circuit board 140a may cause the signals,
which are transmitted from the control circuit board 140b,
to be transmitted to the first to fourth source printed circuit
boards 130a to 130d. The bridge printed circuit board
140a may be connected to the control circuit board 140b
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by a fifth cable 151. The fifth cable 151 may be an FFC.
The bridge printed circuit board 140a may convert signals
received from the control circuit board 140b into high-
speed signals, and may transmit the converted signals.
In addition, the bridge printed circuit board 140a may
convert the signals received from the control circuit board
140b into differential signals, and may transmit the dif-
ferential signals. However, the present disclosure is not
limited thereto.
[0036] The first to fourth integrated circuits 132a to
132d may be the plurality of integrated circuits included
in the gate driver 120 or the data driver 130 illustrated in
FIG. 1. In addition, the controller 140 illustrated in FIG.
1 may be disposed on the bridge printed circuit board
140a and/or the control circuit board 140b. However, the
present disclosure is not limited thereto.
[0037] FIG. 3 is a plan view illustrating a first face (e.g.,
the upper face) of a source cable according to embodi-
ments of the present disclosure, and FIG. 4 is a plan view
illustrating a second face (e.g., the lower face) of the
source cable according to embodiments of the present
disclosure.
[0038] Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4, a source cable 180a
or 180b may extend in a first direction, and an upper pin
region 221a and a lower pin region 221b may be disposed
on the opposite faces of each end portion of the source
cable 180a or 180b, respectively. The source cable 180a
or 180b may have an upper wiring (which may be referred
to herein as a first wiring layer) and upper pins 200a con-
nected to the upper wiring on the first face of the film 221,
and a lower wiring (which may be referred to herein as
a second wiring layer) and lower pins 200b connected to
the lower wiring on the second face of the film 221. In
addition, the source cable 180a or 180b can be covered
with coverlays 206 on the upper and lower faces thereof.
The coverlays 206 do not cover an upper pin region 221a
and a lower pin region 221b, so that the upper pins 200a
and the lower pins 200b may be exposed. The film 221
may be an insulating film. The upper face of the source
cable 180a or 180b covered with coverlays 206 may dis-
play an information of the source cable 180a or 180b. In
addition, a plurality of upper wirings and the upper pins
200a disposed on the film 221 may be arranged respec-
tively parallel to each other in a second direction. In an
example, the first direction is transverse with respect to
the second direction, and the second direction may be
perpendicular with respect to the first direction. For ex-
ample, the source cable 180a or 180b may have a length
along the first direction and a width along the second
direction as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. Further, a plurality
of lower wirings and the lower pins 200b disposed on the
film 221 may be arranged respectively parallel to each
other in the second direction.
[0039] Respective cable pins 200a and 200b disposed
in the upper pin region 221a and the lower pin region
221b on one side or end of the source cable 180a or 180b
(e.g., on the left or right side as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4)
are connected to respective cable pins 200a and 200b

disposed in the upper pin region 221a and the lower pin
region 221b on the other side via one wiring. That is, at
least some of the cable pins 200a disposed in the upper
pin region 221a on the left side of the source cable 180a
or 180b as shown in FIG. 3 are connected by respective
wirings to corresponding cable pins 200a that are dis-
posed in the upper pin region 221a on the right side of
the source cable 180a or 180b. Similarly, at least some
of the cable pins 200b disposed in the lower pin region
221b on the left side of the source cable 180a or 180b
as shown in FIG. 4 are connected by respective wirings
to corresponding cable pins 200b that are disposed in
the lower pin region 221b on the right side of the source
cable 180a or 180b. The cable pins 200a and 200b may
be formed wider than the wirings so as to facilitate elec-
trical contact, e.g., by providing a wider contact area at
the cable pins 200a and 200b. Accordingly, in the source
cable 180a or 180b, the widths WD2, in the second di-
rection, of a region corresponding to the upper pin region
221a or the lower pin region 221b may be wider than the
width WD1, in the second direction, of a region where
the upper pin region 221a or the lower pin region 221b
is not arranged. However, the present disclosure is not
limited thereto. WD1 and/or WD2 may be the width W1
of the source cables 180a and 180b illustrated in FIG.
2B. That is, when the width W1 of the source cables 180a
or 180b is narrowed, it may mean that only WD1 is nar-
rowed or only WD2 is narrowed. In addition, both WD1
and WD2 may be narrowed in some embodiments.
[0040] The upper pin region 221a and the lower pin
region 221b may overlap each other. The term "overlap"
may mean that when the upper pin region 221a and the
lower pin region 221b, which exist in or on different layers
with respect to the film 221, are projected to the same
plane, the upper pin region 221a and the lower pin region
221b are arranged at a position at which they overlap
each other. However, the term, "overlap" does not nec-
essarily mean that the upper pin region 221a and the
lower pin region 221b completely overlap each other
when the upper pin region 221a and the lower pin region
221b are projected to the same plane.
[0041] The upper pin region 221a may include a first
pin region 210a and a first dummy pin region 210b, which
may be adjacent to one another, for example, along the
first direction. The lower pin region 221b may include a
second pin region 220a and a second dummy pin region
220b, which may be adjacent to one another, for exam-
ple, along the first direction. Each of the first pin region
210a and the second pin region 220a is a region where
cable pins, which are connected to wirings (e.g., the up-
per or lower wirings) disposed in the source cable 180a
or 180b so as to be capable of transmitting signals, are
disposed, and each of the first dummy pin region 210b
and the second dummy pin region 220b may be a region
where dummy pins, which are not connected to the wir-
ings disposed in the source cable 180a or 180b so as
not to be capable of transmitting signals, are disposed.
That is, the cable pins are connected to the wirings of
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the source cable 180a or 180b, while the dummy pins
are electrically separated from the wirings, as will be de-
scribed in further detail later herein. The plurality of cable
pins are arranged parallel to each other in the second
direction in each of the first pin region 210a and the sec-
ond pin region 220a, and the plurality of dummy pins may
be arranged parallel to each other in the second direction
in each of the first dummy pin region 210b and the second
dummy pin region 220b. In addition, the first pin region
210a and the second dummy pin region 220b, which are
placed on different layers of the film 221, may overlap
each other, and the first dummy pin region 210b and the
second pin region 220a, which are placed on different
layers of the film 221, may overlap each other.
[0042] Here, the source cable 180a or 180b is illustrat-
ed as a first source cable 180a that connects the first
source printed circuit board 130a and the second source
printed circuit board 130b, or a second source cable 180b
that connects the third source printed circuit board 130c
and the fourth source printed circuit board 130d. Howev-
er, the source cable 180a or 180b is not limited thereto,
and the features described with respect to the source
cable 180a or 180b may be applied to any or all of the
cables 141a, 141b, 141c, 141d, and 151 illustrated in
FIG. 2A.
[0043] In addition, a plurality of power lines 203va,
203vb, 203vc, 203vd, 204va, 204vb, 204vc, 204vd may
be arranged in the source cable 180a or 180b. In a region
C in a lower pin region in the source cable 180a or 180b
and the plurality of power lines 203va, 203vb, 203vc,
203vd, 204va, 204vb, 204vc, 204vd may be exposed.
FIG. 4 schematically illustrates the region C in an en-
larged view portion. Further details of the region C will
be described with respect to FIG. 6C.
[0044] FIG. 5A is an enlarged view illustrating an ar-
rangement relationship of cable pins arranged in a region
A in an upper pin region illustrated in FIG. 3, and FIG.
6A is an enlarged view illustrating an arrangement rela-
tionship of cable pins arranged in a region B in a lower
pin region illustrated in FIG. 4.
[0045] Referring to FIG. 5A, the region A is disposed
on the upper face of the source cable 180a or 180b, and
may include portions of the first pin region 210a and the
first dummy pin region 210b. In the first pin region 210a,
an upper cable pin including a first cable pin 201a and a
second cable pin 202a, which are parallel to each other
in the second direction, may be disposed. The first cable
signal line 201c and the second cable signal line 202c
extending in the first direction may be connected to the
first cable pin 201a and the second cable pin 202a, re-
spectively. The first cable signal line 201c and the second
cable signal line 202c may be included in the upper wir-
ing. A positive (+) signal may be transmitted to the first
cable signal line 201c and a negative (-) signal may be
transmitted to the second cable signal line 202c. How-
ever, the present disclosure is not limited thereto, and a
negative (-) signal may be transmitted to the first cable
signal line 201c and a positive (+) signal may be trans-

mitted to the second cable signal line 202c. That is, a
positive (+) signal may be transmitted to one of two ad-
jacent cable signal lines, and a negative (-) signal may
be transmitted to the other of the two adjacent cable sig-
nal lines. An upper dummy pin including a first dummy
pin 201b and a second dummy pin 202b which are par-
allel to each other in the second direction may be dis-
posed in the first dummy pin region 210b. No cable signal
line is connected to the first dummy pin 201b or to the
second dummy pin 202b. The upper cable pin and the
upper dummy pin may be collectively referred to as an
upper pin 200a.
[0046] Referring to FIG. 6A, the region B is disposed
on the lower face of the source cable 180a or 180b, and
may include portions of the second dummy pin region
220b and the second pin region 220a. The second dum-
my pin region 220b may overlap the first pin region 210a,
and the second pin region 220a may overlap the first
dummy pin region 210b.
[0047] A lower dummy pin including a third dummy pin
203b and a fourth dummy pin 204b parallel to each other
in the second direction may be disposed in the second
dummy pin region 220b. No cable signal line is connected
to the third dummy pin 203b or to the fourth dummy pin
204b. In the second pin region 220a, lower cable pins
including a third cable pin 203a or a fourth cable pin 204a
are disposed parallel to each other in the second direc-
tion. The lower dummy pin and the lower cable pin may
be collectively referred to as a lower pin 200b. The third
cable signal line 203c and the fourth cable signal line
204c extending in the first direction may be connected
to the third cable pin 203a and the fourth cable pin 204a,
respectively. The third cable signal line 203c and the
fourth cable signal line 204c may be included in the lower
wiring. The third dummy pin 203b may be disposed be-
tween the third cable signal line 203c and the fourth cable
signal line 204c. In addition, a positive (+) signal may be
transmitted to the third cable signal line 203c and a neg-
ative (-) signal may be transmitted to the fourth cable
signal line 204c. However, the present disclosure is not
limited thereto, and a negative (-) signal may be trans-
mitted to the third cable signal line 203c and a positive
(+) signal may be transmitted to the fourth cable signal
line 204c. That is, a positive (+) signal may be transmitted
to one of two adjacent cable signal lines, and a negative
(-) signal may be transmitted to the other of the two ad-
jacent cable signal lines.
[0048] The first cable signal line 201c and the third ca-
ble signal line 203c may transmit signals having a first
polarity (e.g., a positive (+) signal), and the second cable
signal line 202c and the fourth cable signal line 204c may
transmit signals having a second polarity (e.g., negative
(-) signals). Thus, when the first cable signal line 201c
and the second cable signal line 202c or the third cable
signal line 203c and the fourth cable signal line 204c are
short circuited, signals may flow from the first cable signal
line 201c to the second cable signal line 202c or from the
third cable signal line 203c to the fourth cable signal line
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204c, which may cause the circuit to be damaged. Ac-
cordingly, the adjacent first and second cable signal lines
201c, 202c, and the adjacent third and fourth cable signal
lines 203c, 204c should be disposed at a predetermined
interval. That is, the adjacent cable signal lines should
be spaced apart from one another by a sufficient distance
to prevent or reduce the occurrence of short circuits be-
tween the adjacent cable signal lines. In addition, the first
cable signal line 201c and the second cable signal line
202c or the third cable signal line 203c and the fourth
cable signal line 204c, which are disposed in the upper
pin region 221a or the lower pin region 221b of the source
cables 180a and 180b, and which are arranged to have
therebetween a predetermined interval reflecting a pre-
determined margin, may not be short circuited due to the
predetermined interval or spacing between the adjacent
cable signal lines. In addition, the first cable signal line
201c and the second cable signal line 202c or the third
cable signal line 203c and the fourth cable signal line
204c may be disposed to pass between dummy pins ar-
ranged in the first dummy pin region 210b or the second
dummy pin region 220b. Therefore, the first cable signal
line 201c and the second cable signal line 202c or the
third cable signal line 203c and the fourth cable signal
line 204c, which transmit signals having different polari-
ties, may be arranged at an interval wider than a prede-
termined margin.
[0049] Figures 5B and 6B are substantially the same
as Figures 5A and 6A, respectively, except that in Figures
5B and 6B pairs of adjacent cable signal lines have a
smaller margin or distance between them in a cable sig-
nal line routing area than the margin between the respec-
tive cable pins from which they extend. The cable signal
line routing area may be one or more areas on the upper
and lower faces of the source cable 180a or 180b which
is positioned between the upper pin regions 221a on op-
posite sides of the upper face and between the lower pin
regions 221b on opposite sides of the lower face. For
example, the margin between the pairs of adjacent cable
signal lines is less than the margin between the respec-
tive pins from which the pairs of adjacent cable signal
lines extend in the first pin region 210a on the upper face
of the source cable 180a or 180b (see FIG. 5B) or in the
second pin region 220a on the lower face of the source
cable 180a or 180b (see FIG. 6B).
[0050] As shown on Figure 5B, a length D1 of the first
cable pin 201a which is arranged in the first pin area 210a
is longer than a length D2 of the first dummy pin 201b
which is arranged in the first dummy pin area 210b. And,
pairs of adjacent cable signal lines which transmits a pos-
itive (+) signal and a negative (-) signal, respectively, may
be designed to minimize or otherwise reduce the spacing
between the pairs of adjacent cable signal lines for im-
pedance matching and elimination of common noise. For
example, a distance Wc2 between a cable signal line
which transmits a positive (+) signal and a cable signal
line which transmits a negative (-) signal may be less
than the distance between the cable pins from which the

pair of adjacent cable signal lines extend. In some em-
bodiments, the distance Wc2 between a pair of adjacent
cable signals which respectively transmit a positive (+)
and a negative (-) signal may be the same or less than
the width Wc1 of the cable signal line. Although FIG. 5B
illustrates the width Wc1 of the cable signal line being
greater than the distance Wc2 between a pair of adjacent
cable signal lines, it should be readily appreciated that
in various embodiments, the width Wc1 and/or the dis-
tance Wc2 may be variously designed, and in some em-
bodiments, the distance Wc2 may be equal to or less
than the width Wc1.
[0051] And, adjacent cable signal lines which are not
part of a same pair of cable signal lines may be spaced
apart from one another by a distance Wc3. For example,
cable signal lines 201c’ and 202c’ may extend outward
from the first cable pin 201a along the first direction (e.g.,
the horizontal direction shown in FIG. 5B) and then may
extended away from each other so that the cable signal
lines 201c’ and 202c’ are spaced apart from one another
by the distance Wc3. In some embodiments, the distance
Wc3 may be at least three times the width Wc1 of the
first cable pin201a. The increased spacing or distance
W3 between cable signal lines which are not part of a
same pair of cable signal lines facilitates a reduction or
minimization of signal interference between such adja-
cent cable signal lines.
[0052] In addition, a width Wc4 of the cable pins (e.g.,
the first cable pin 201a) may be greater than the width
Wc1 of the cable signal lines (e.g., the first cable signal
line 201c’). The cable pin, such as the first cable pin 210a,
provide contact areas for electrically contacting to other
electrodes, and thus, the cable pins may have a larger
width than the corresponding cable signal lines, which
facilitates improved electrical connection to other elec-
trodes.
[0053] As shown in Figure 5B, each of the first cable
signal line 201c’ (which may transmit a positive (+) signal)
and the adjacent cable signal line above the first cable
signal line 201c’ (which may transmit a negative (-) signal)
extend outward from respective pins along the first direc-
tion (e.g., the horizontal direction shown in FIG. 5B). Out-
side of the first pin region 210a, segments of the adjacent
pair of cable signal lines extend toward one another to a
margin that is less than the margin between the pair of
cable signal lines in the first pin region 210a. The adjacent
pair of cable signal lines then extend along the first di-
rection through the cable signal line routing area, and
may have the reduced margin or spacing between them
along the cable signal line routing area. For example,
each of the adjacent pair of cable signal lines have seg-
ments that extend toward one another at respective an-
gles with respect to the first direction, as shown in Figure
5B.
[0054] Additionally, as shown in FIG. 5B, the cable pins
and/or the dummy pins may have a rounded shape. For
example, end portions of the cable pins and/or the dum-
my pins may be at least partially rounded.
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[0055] Figure 6B similarly shows pairs of adjacent ca-
ble signal lines have a smaller margin or distance be-
tween them in a cable signal line routing area than the
margin between the respective cable pins from which
they extend. For example, as shown in Figure 6B, each
of the third cable signal line 203c’ (which may transmit a
positive (+) signal) and the adjacent cable signal line
above the third cable signal line 203c’ (which may trans-
mit a negative (-) signal) extend outward from respective
pins along the first direction (e.g., the horizontal direction
shown in FIG. 6B). Outside of the second pin region 220a
and/or the second dummy pin region 220b, segments of
the adjacent pair of cable signal lines extend toward one
another to a margin that is less than the margin between
the pair of cable signal lines in the second pin region
220a. The adjacent pair of cable signal lines then extend
along the first direction through the cable signal line rout-
ing area, and may have the reduced margin or spacing
between them along the cable signal line routing area.
[0056] The adjacent pairs of cable signal lines may ex-
tend toward one another at any angle with respect to the
first direction. For example, in some embodiments, the
adjacent pairs of cable signal lines may extend toward
one another at angles between about 30° and 60° with
respect to the first direction. However, this range is pro-
vided only as an example, and embodiments of the
present disclosure are not limited thereto. Moreover, the
adjacent pairs of cable signal lines may be curved or
have any other geometry such that the adjacent pairs of
cable signal lines extend toward one another to a reduced
margin or distance between them.
[0057] By reducing the margin or distance between ad-
jacent pairs of cable signal lines, as shown in Figures 5B
and 6B, a difference in noise signals which may be carried
by the adjacent pairs of cable signal lines may be re-
duced. For example, in embodiments in which adjacent
cable signal lines carry differential signals (e.g., one
transmitting a positive (+) signal and the other transmit-
ting a negative (-) signal), each of the adjacent cable
signal lines will be subjected to the same or similar noise
signals since the distance between adjacent cable signal
lines is reduced.
[0058] FIG. 6C is an enlarged view illustrating an ar-
rangement relationship of pins arranged in the region C
and a reduced margin between adjacent cable signal
lines, in accordance with one or more embodiments.
[0059] Referring to FIG.6C, a power source line 203v
which transmits a high potential voltage VH and a power
source line 204v which transmits a low potential voltage
VL may be arranged in a routing area of the source cable
180a or 180b. The power source line 203v is divided into
four power lines 203va, 203vb,203vc, and 203vd and the
power source line 204v is divided into four power lines
204va, 204vb,204vc, and 204vd in a region C of the lower
pin region. Each of the power lines 203va, 203vb, 203vc,
and 203vd that are connected to the power source line
203v may further be connected to respective power sup-
ply pins, for example, in the second pin region 220a. Sim-

ilarly, each of the power lines 204va, 204vb, 204vc, and
204vd that are connected to the power source line 204v
may further be connected to respective power supply
pins, for example, in the second pin region 220a.
[0060] FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view illustrating a
cross section of the cable, which is taken along line I-I’
in FIG. 5A, and FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view illustrating
a cross section of the cable, which is taken along line II-
II’ in FIG. 6A.
[0061] Referring to FIG. 7, the source cable 180a or
180b may have a first cable signal line 201c extending
in the first direction and disposed on a film 221. The film
221 may be an insulating film. In addition, the upper por-
tion of the first cable signal line 201c may be covered
with a coverlay 206. A first cable pin 201a may be formed
in a portion of the first cable signal line 201c, which is not
covered with the coverlay 206 thereon. The first cable
pin 201a may be exposed and disposed at a predeter-
mined distance from the coverlay 206 on the film 221. In
addition, a third dummy pin 203b may be disposed on
the lower portion or lower face of the film 221. The lower
portion of the film 221 may be covered with a coverlay
206. The coverlay 206 may be disposed at a predeter-
mined distance from the third dummy pin 203b on the
lower portion of the film 221, and may cover the lower
portion of the film 221. The coverlays 206 are capable of
protecting signal lines disposed on the upper portion and
lower portion of the film 221.
[0062] Referring to FIG. 8, the source cable 180a or
180b may have a first dummy pin 201b disposed on an
upper portion or upper face of the film 221. The upper
portion of the film 221 may be covered with a coverlay
206. The coverlay 206 may cover the upper portion of
the film 221 at a predetermined distance from a first dum-
my pin 201b.
[0063] In addition, a third cable signal line 203c may
be disposed on the lower portion of the film 221. In ad-
dition, the lower portion of the third cable signal line 203c
may be covered with a coverlay 206. A third cable pin
203a may be formed in a portion of the third cable signal
line 203c that is not covered with the coverlay 206 there-
under. The third cable pin 203a may be disposed at a
predetermined distance from the coverlay 206.
[0064] At this time, the first cable pin 201a and the third
dummy pin 203b may be arranged to overlap each other
as shown in FIG. 7, and the third cable pin 203a and the
first dummy pin 201b may be arranged to overlap each
other as shown in FIG. 8. In addition, the first cable pin
201a and the third dummy pin 203b may be arranged to
have a first interval L1 from the end of the film 221 and
the third cable pin 203a and the first dummy pin 201b
may be disposed at the end of the film 221. By the first
interval L1, the first cable pin 201a and the third dummy
pin 203b may be arranged in the first pin region 210a and
the second dummy pin region 220b, which overlap each
other, and the third cable pin 203a and the first dummy
pin 201b may be arranged in the second pin region 220a
and the first dummy pin region 210b.
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[0065] FIG. 9 is a plan view illustrating a source printed
circuit board according to embodiments of the present
disclosure.
[0066] Referring to FIG. 9, the first source printed cir-
cuit board 130a may include a body 231 (which may be
referred to herein as a body portion 231) and a connector
310 disposed on the upper face of the body portion 231.
Here, the first source printed circuit board 130a is illus-
trated. However, the source printed circuit board is not
limited thereto, and the second to fourth source printed
circuit boards 130b to 130d (FIG. 2A) may have the same
configuration. However, the source printed circuit board
is not limited thereto. In addition, the features described
herein with respect to the source printed circuit board
may also be employed in the bridge printed circuit board
140a and the control printed circuit board 140b illustrated
in FIG. 2A.
[0067] A plurality of wirings may be arranged in the
body portion 231 in a multilayer structure. The plurality
of wirings may transmit signals and/or voltages. The base
films 131a, 131b, 131c, and 131d, on which the integrated
circuits 132a, 132b, 132c, and 132d are arranged, may
be connected to the upper face or upper portion of the
body portion 231. However, the present disclosure is not
limited thereto.
[0068] The connector 310 may be disposed on or ad-
jacent to an edge of the body portion 231. Although the
number of connectors 310 arranged on the edges is il-
lustrated as two, the present disclosure is not limited
thereto. The first source printed circuit board 130a may
include board pin regions 310a (which may be referred
to herein as third pin regions 310a) which may be dis-
posed under respective connectors 310 and disposed on
the body portion 231. A plurality of board pins may be
arranged in the second direction in the third pin regions
310a, and board signal lines connected to the wirings in
the body portion 231 may be connected to the board pins,
respectively. The board signal lines and the wiring in the
body portion 231 may be a single configuration rather
than separate configurations. The third pin regions 310a
may be covered by the connectors 310 disposed thereon.
However, the present disclosure is not limited thereto.
[0069] FIG. 10 is an enlarged plan view illustrating a
portion of a third pin region disposed on the source print-
ed circuit board illustrated in FIG. 9.
[0070] Referring to FIG. 10, the first to fourth board
pins 501a to 504a may be arranged in the second direc-
tion in the third pin region 310a of the first source printed
circuit board 130a (also referred as the first source printed
circuit board 130a). In addition, the first board pin 501a
and the third board pin 503a may be respectively con-
nected to the first board signal line 501b and the third
board signal line 503b extending in a third direction on
the upper face of the body portion 231, wherein the third
direction is opposite to the first direction. In addition, the
second board pin 502a and the fourth board pin 504a
may be respectively connected to the second board sig-
nal line 502b and the fourth board signal line 504b ex-

tending in the first direction on the upper face of the body
portion 231. The second board signal line 502b and the
fourth board signal line 504b may be connected to the
wirings in the body portion 231 through conductive vias
or via holes Vh formed in or near an edge of the body
portion 231.
[0071] The first to fourth board pins 501a to 504a,
which transmit signals on the first source printed circuit
board 130a, may also transmit a positive (+) signal or a
negative (-) signal. The first board pin 501a and the third
board pin 503a, among the first to fourth board pins 501a
to 504a, may transmit a positive (+) signal, and the sec-
ond board pin 502a and the fourth board pin 504a may
transmit a negative (-) signal. However, without being
limited thereto, the first board pin 501a and the third board
pin 503a may transmit a negative (-) signal and the sec-
ond board pin 502a and the fourth board pin 504a may
transmit a positive (+) signal. Board pins are not limited
to transmitting positive (+) and negative (-) signals in the
above-described manner.
[0072] Even in the first source printed circuit board
130a, two adjacent pins, for example, the first board pin
501a and the second board pin 502a, may transmit sig-
nals having different polarities. Accordingly, the signal
lines connected to the adjacent pins are arranged at a
predetermined interval based on a predetermined mar-
gin, thereby preventing the signal lines from being short
circuited. The first source printed circuit board 130a may
become larger in size than the cable, and thus a larger
margin than the margin set in the cable may be set for
the first source printed circuit board 130a. Particularly, in
the case of the first source printed circuit board 130a
employed in a large-sized display device, since the size
difference between the source cables 180a and 180b
and the first source printed circuit board 130a is very
large, the margin set in the source cables 180a and 180b
and the margin set in the first source printed circuit board
130a are set to have a large difference therebetween.
Therefore, when the source cables 180a and 180b are
manufactured by applying thereto the margin set to the
first source printed circuit board 130a, the width of the
source cables 180a and 180b becomes very wide.
[0073] Therefore, it may become impossible or partic-
ularly difficult to dispose the source cable 180a or 180b
between the first source printed circuit board 130a and
the second source printed circuit board 130b or between
the third source printed circuit board 130c and the fourth
source printed circuit board 130d illustrated in FIG. 2A,
as the width of the source cables 180a and 180b and/or
the sides of the source printed circuit boards (e.g., the
sides of the first and second source printed circuit boards
130a, 130b that face each other and/or the sides of the
third and fourth source printed circuit boards 130c, 130d
that face each other as shown in FIG. 2A) may need to
be larger due to the set margins. In such a case, the
connectors 310 may be installed on the sides of the first
source printed circuit board 130a and the second source
printed circuit board 130b that face the display panel 110
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(e.g., the top sides of the source printed circuit boards
as shown in FIG. 2A), since the top sides of the source
printed circuit boards are longer and therefore can ac-
commodate the set margin or spacing between pins, and
the source cable 180a or 180b may be connected thereto.
However, when the connectors 310 are installed on the
sides facing the display panel 110, the source cable 180a
or 180b is bent and connected to the first source printed
circuit board 130a and the second source printed circuit
board 130b. That is, in such cases, the source cable 180a
or 180b has bends between portions that extend upward
(or vertically) from the top sides of the source printed
circuit boards 130a, 130b and a portion that extends lat-
erally (or horizontally). Therefore, the length of the source
cables 180a and 180b is increased or otherwise may not
be minimized, and the transmission rate of signals in the
source cables 180a and 180b may deteriorate. In addi-
tion, there is a problem in that manufacturing costs in-
crease due to an increase in the length and width of the
source cables 180a and 180b.
[0074] However, when dummy pins are used as illus-
trated in FIGS. 3 to 8, the interval between the first cable
signal line 201c and the second cable signal line 202c
(FIG. 5A) of the source cables 180a and 180b or the
interval between the third cable signal line 203c and the
fourth cable signal line 204c (FIG. 6A) may correspond
to the width of the first dummy pin 201b or the third dummy
pin 203b. That is, the interval between the first cable sig-
nal line 201c and the second cable signal line 202c or
the interval between the third cable signal line 203c and
the fourth cable signal line 204c may be set to be larger
than the margin set by the dummy pins 201b, 202b, 203b,
and 204b. That is, when the dummy pins 201b, 202b,
203b, and 204b are disposed, even if the first to fourth
cable signal lines 201c to 204c are disposed correspond-
ing to the set margin, the interval between the first cable
signal line 201c and the second cable signal line 202c or
the interval between the third cable signal line 203c and
the fourth cable signal line 204c may be larger than the
set margin. The interval between the first cable signal
line 201c and the second cable signal line 202c of the
source cables 180a and 180b or the interval between the
third cable signal line 203c and the fourth cable signal
line 204c may be adjusted and may be different in various
embodiments.
[0075] By disposing the second dummy pin region
220b, which overlaps the first pin region 210a, and the
first dummy pin region 210b, which overlaps the second
pin region 220a, on the upper face and the lower face of
the source cables 180a and 180b, respectively, when the
cable pins or wirings are disposed on the first source
printed circuit board 130a, it is possible to prevent the
width of the source cables 180a and 180b from being
increased by the dummy pins 201b, 202b, 203b, and
204b.
[0076] Therefore, by providing the source cables 180a
and 180b having a narrow width W1 and disposing and
connecting the connectors 310 on the opposite sides of

the first source printed circuit board 130a and the second
source printed circuit board 130b (e.g., on sides of the
source printed circuit boards 130a, 130b that face each
other as shown in FIG. 2A), it is possible to minimize the
length of the source cables 180a and 180b. Here, the
structure of the source cables 180a and 180b may be
applied to other cables illustrated in FIG. 2A.
[0077] In addition, since the first board signal line 501b
and the third board signal line 503b connected to the first
board pin 501a and the third board pin 503a extend in
the third direction and the second board signal line 502b
and the fourth board signal line extend in the first direc-
tion, adjacent signal lines having different polarities may
extend in different directions. The margin between the
board pins disposed on the first source printed circuit
board 130a can be reduced. Thus, the width of the con-
nectors 310 on the first source printed circuit board 130a
can therefore be reduced. In addition, the width at which
the first source printed circuit board 130a and the source
cables 180a and 180b are connected can be further re-
duced.
[0078] FIG. 11 is a side view illustrating one embodi-
ment in which a source cable is inserted into a connector
according to embodiments of the present disclosure, FIG.
12 is a side view illustrating another embodiment in which
a source cable is inserted into a connector according to
embodiments of the present disclosure, FIG. 13 is a top
plan view of a connector, and FIG. 14 is a bottom plan
view of a connector according to embodiments of the
present disclosure. In addition, FIG. 15 is a side view
illustrating a relationship between connectors according
to embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0079] Referring to FIGS. 11 to 15, the connector 310
may include a first body portion 320a (which may be re-
ferred to herein as a first body 320a) and a second body
portion 320b (which may be referred to herein as a sec-
ond body 320b), and the first and second bodies 320a,
320b may be separate pieces that are connected to one
another or may be integrally formed as a single body
piece. The first body 320a and the second body 320b
may collectively be referred to as a connector body. The
second body 320b may be disposed on the upper face
of the first source printed circuit board 130a. In addition,
the second body 320b may be disposed on the third pin
region 310a disposed on the first source printed circuit
board 130a. The connector 310 may include first to fourth
fastening portions 311 to 314. The first fastening portion
311 and the second fastening portion 312 may be dis-
posed on the first body 320a (FIG. 13) and the third fas-
tening portion 313 and the fourth fastening portion 314
may be disposed on the second body 320b (FIG. 14). In
addition, the source cable 180a or 180b may be inserted
into the connector 310, and the first body 320a and the
second body 320b may apply pressure to the source ca-
ble 180a or 180b so as to prevent the source cable 180a
or 180b from being separated from the connector 310.
For example, the first body 320a may apply a downward
force from a top side of the source cable 180a or 180b,
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and the second body 320b may apply an upward force
from a bottom side of the source cable 180a or 180b.
[0080] FIG. 11 illustrates a state in which the first fas-
tening portion 311 and the third fastening portion 313 of
the first body 320a and the second body 320b, respec-
tively, fasten the source cable 180a, and FIG. 12 illus-
trates a state in which the second fastening portion 312
and the fourth fastening portion 314 of the first body 320a
and the second body 320b, respectively, fasten the
source cable 180a or 180b. In addition, a fixing unit 350
(which may be referred to herein as a rotatable lever 350)
may be connected to a connection shaft 351 that con-
nects the first body 320a and the second body 320b. The
cross section of the connection shaft 351 may have an
elliptical shape. However, the present disclosure is not
limited thereto. When the fixing unit 350 rotates clock-
wise, the connection shaft 351 rotates, and when the
connection shaft 351 having the elliptical shape rotates,
the interval between the first body 320a and the second
body 320b is adjusted. By using this action, when the
connection shaft 351 rotates such that the distance be-
tween the first fastening portion 311 and the third fasten-
ing portion 313 or between the second fastening portion
312 and the fourth fastening portion 314 is reduced, it is
possible to apply pressure to the source cable 180a. The
fixing unit 350 and the connection shaft 351 may collec-
tively be referred to herein as an adjustable fastening
force assembly, which is operable to selectively increase
or decrease a fastening force applied by the first and/or
second bodies 320a, 320b, for example, by selectively
adjusting distances (e.g., in a vertical direction) between
the first and third fastening portions 311, 313 and be-
tween the second and fourth fastening portions 312, 314.
[0081] In addition, the first to fourth fastening portions
311 to 314 may include first to fourth protrusions 311a
to 314a (FIG. 15), respectively. In addition, the first fas-
tening portion 311 extends in the first direction, and may
include a first protrusion 311a. The second fastening por-
tion 312 is disposed parallel to the first fastening portion
311 in the second direction and extends in the first direc-
tion, and may include a second protrusion 312a that pro-
trudes downwards and is disposed at a position closer
to a reference line X-X’ in the first direction than the first
protrusion 311a. The third fastening portion 313 extends
in the first direction, and may include a third protrusion
313a that protrudes upwards and corresponds to the first
protrusion 311a. In addition, the fourth fastening portion
314 is disposed parallel to the third fastening portion 313
in the second direction and extends in the first direction,
and may include a fourth protrusion 314a that protrudes
upwards and corresponds to the second protrusion 312a.
The description, "the first protrusion 311a and the third
protrusion 313a correspond to each other and the second
protrusion 312a and the fourth protrusion 314a corre-
spond to each other" means that the first and second
protrusions 311a and 312a and the third and fourth pro-
trusions 313a and 314a are disposed at respective po-
sitions where the first and second protrusions 311a and

312a and the third and fourth protrusions 313a and 314a
are capable of coming into contact with each other. That
is, it means that the first protrusion 311a or the second
protrusion 312a is capable of pressing a specific point of
the source cable 180a or 180b supported by the third
protrusion 313a or the fourth protrusion 314a disposed
thereunder. More specifically, the first protrusion 311a
may be substantially aligned with the third protrusion
313a (e.g., in a vertical direction), and the second pro-
trusion 312a may be substantially aligned with fourth pro-
trusion 314a (e.g., in the vertical direction). Here, the sec-
ond direction is a direction parallel to the upper face of
the printed circuit board. Each of the first to fourth pro-
trusions 311a to 314a is illustrated as protruding in the
second direction. However, this is to illustrate the shapes
of the first to fourth protrusions 311a to 314a and an ar-
rangement relationship between the first to fourth protru-
sions 311a to 314a. That is, the protruding direction of
the first to fourth protrusions 311a to 314a may be a di-
rection that is not the second direction but is perpendic-
ular to the second direction. For example, the protruding
direction of the first to fourth protrusions 311a to 314a
may be a vertical direction, while the second direction
may be a horizontal direction.
[0082] The first fastening portion 311 may protrude in
the first direction to a position that is past an end of the
second fastening portion 312 by a first length L2, and the
first length L2 may correspond to a distance between the
positions of the first protrusion 311a and the second pro-
trusion 312a. However, without being limited thereto, the
length of the first fastening portion 311 may be the same
as the length of the second fastening portion 312, and
the positions of the first protrusion 311a and the second
protrusion 312a may deviate from each other by the first
length L2 from a reference line X-X’. For example, each
of the first and second fastening portions 311, 312 may
extend to a same distance from the reference line X-X’,
while the first protrusion 311a may be provided at a po-
sition that is farther in the first direction by the first length
L2 than the position of the second protrusion 312a. In
addition, the lengths of the third and fourth fastening por-
tions 313 and 314 may be the same, and the positions
of the third and fourth protrusions 313a and 314a may
deviate from each other by the first length L2. However,
without being limited thereto, the lengths of the third and
fourth fastening portions 313 and 314 may be different
from each other by the first length L2 in correspondence
with the positions of the third and fourth protrusions 313a
and 314a. Here, the reference line X-X’ may correspond
to the end of the source cable 180a or 180b inserted into
the connector 310. However, the present disclosure is
not limited thereto.
[0083] The first fastening portion 311 may be config-
ured such that the first protrusion 311a abuts and presses
the first cable pin 201a from the upper side (FIG. 11), the
second fastening portion 312 may be configured such
that the second protrusion 312a abuts and presses the
first dummy pin 201b from the upper side (FIG. 12), and
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the third fastening portion 313 may be configured such
that the third protrusion 313a abuts and presses the third
dummy pin 203b from the lower side, e.g., opposite the
first protrusion 311a. In addition, the fourth fastening por-
tion 314 may be configured such that the fourth protrusion
314a abuts and presses the third cable pin 203a from
the lower side, e.g., opposite the second protrusion 312a.
The first fastening portion 311 may apply a force to the
first cable pin 201a from the upper side, and the third
fastening portion 313 may apply a force to the third dum-
my pin 203b from the lower side. In addition, the second
fastening portion 312 may apply a force to the first dummy
pin 201b from the upper side, and the fourth fastening
portion 314 may apply a force to the third cable pin 203a
from the lower side. That is, the second fastening portion
312 and the third fastening portion 313 press the source
cable 180a or 180b in the same manner as the first fas-
tening portion 311 and the fourth fastening portion 314.
The force pressing the source cable 180a or 180b at the
second and third fastening portions 312 and 313 by the
dummy pins and the force pressing the source cable 180a
or 180b at the first and fourth fastening portions 311 and
314 are balanced, so that the force with which the con-
nector 310 fastens the source cable 180a or 180b can
be increased. Thus, it is possible to prevent the source
cable 180a or 180b from being separated from the con-
nector 310, or to reduce the likelihood of the source cable
180a or 180b being inadvertently separated from the con-
nector 310, since the fastening force is increased.
[0084] The first protrusion 311a may be electrically
connected to the first board pin 501a of the first source
printed circuit board 130a. In addition, since the first pro-
trusion 311a is in contact with the first cable pin 201a
connected to the first cable signal line 201c, the first board
pin 501a of the first source printed circuit board 130a may
be electrically connected to the first cable signal line 201c
through the first cable pin 201a of the source cable 180a
or 180b. Therefore, a first path (Pass1; FIG. 11), through
which signals are transmitted, may be formed through
the first cable signal line 201c, the first protrusion 311a,
the first board pin 501a, and the first board signal line
501b. In addition, the fourth protrusion 314a may be elec-
trically connected to the second board pin 502a of the
first source printed circuit board 130a. In addition, since
the fourth protrusion 314a is in contact with the third cable
pin 203a, which is connected to the third cable signal line
203c, the second board pin 502a of the first source print-
ed circuit board 130a may be electrically connected to
the third cable signal line 203c through the third cable
pin 203a of the source cable 180a or 180b. Therefore, a
second path (Pass2; FIG. 12), through which signals are
transmitted, may be formed through the third cable signal
line 203c, the fourth protrusion 314a, the second board
pin 502a, and the second board signal line 502b.
[0085] In addition, a fastening portion, which is located
adjacent to the second fastening portion 312, which is
located adjacent to the first fastening portion 311 in the
second direction, may be a fifth fastening portion, and a

fastening portion, which is located adjacent to the fifth
fastening portion, may be a sixth fastening portion. The
protrusion provided on the fifth fastening portion may be
connected to the third board pin 503a of the first source
printed circuit board 130a.
[0086] In addition, a fastening portion, which is located
adjacent to the fourth fastening portion 314, which is lo-
cated adjacent to the third fastening portion 313 in the
second direction, may be a seventh fastening portion,
and a fastening portion, which is located adjacent to the
seventh fastening portion, may be an eighth fastening
portion. The protrusion provided on the eighth fastening
portion may be connected to the fourth board pin 504a
of the first source printed circuit board 130a.
[0087] The cable pins disposed on the upper and lower
sides of the source cable 180a or 180b may be connected
to the pins disposed on the first source printed circuit
board 130a through the connector 310. However, the
connection between the cable pins of the source cable
180a or 180b and the board pins of the first source printed
circuit board 130a is not limited thereto.
[0088] Although the fastening portions connected to
the first body 320a and the second body 320b are illus-
trated as being separable from each other, the fastening
portions are not limited thereto. The fastening portions
corresponding to the first body 320a and the fastening
portions corresponding to the second body 320b may be
integrally formed.
[0089] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
provide a cable, comprising: a film having a first pin region
and a first dummy pin region adjacent to one another on
a first face of the film, and a second pin region and a
second dummy pin region adjacent to one another on a
second face of the film opposite the first face, the second
pin region overlapping the first dummy pin region and the
second dummy pin region overlapping the first pin region;
a first cable pin and a second cable pin spaced apart
from one another in the first pin region; a third cable pin
and a fourth cable pin spaced apart from one another in
the second pin region; a first cable signal line on the first
face of the film and connected to the first cable pin, and
a second cable signal line on the first face of the film and
connected to the second cable pin; and a third cable sig-
nal line on the second face of the film and connected to
the third cable pin, and a fourth cable signal line on the
second face of the film and connected to the fourth cable
pin.
[0090] In one or more embodiments, the cable further
comprises: a first dummy pin and a second dummy pin
disposed in the first dummy pin region at positions over-
lapping the third cable pin and the fourth cable pin, re-
spectively; and a third dummy pin and a fourth dummy
pin disposed in the second dummy pin region at positions
overlapping the first cable pin and the second cable pin,
respectively.
[0091] In one or more embodiments, a distance be-
tween the first cable signal line and the second cable
signal line is different than a width of the first dummy pin.
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[0092] In one or more embodiments, one of the first
cable signal line and the second cable signal line is ap-
plied with a positive (+) signal and a remaining one there-
of is applied with a negative (-) signal, and wherein one
of the third cable signal line and the fourth cable signal
line is applied with a positive (+) signal and a remaining
one thereof is applied with a negative (-) signal.
[0093] In one or more embodiments, the first pin re-
gion, the first dummy pin region, the second pin region,
and the second dummy pin region are positioned adja-
cent to a first end of the film.
[0094] In one or more embodiments, the cable is con-
figured as a flexible flat cable.
[0095] In one or more embodiments, a first distance
between the first cable signal line and the second cable
signal line outside of the first pin region is less than a
second distance between the first cable pin and the sec-
ond cable pin in the first pin region.
[0096] In one or more embodiments, first segments of
each of the first cable signal line and the second cable
signal line extend along a first direction from the first cable
pin and the second cable pin, respectively, second seg-
ments of each of the first cable signal line and the second
cable line extend toward one another from the respective
first segments, and third segments of each of the first
cable signal line and the second cable signal line respec-
tively extend from the second segments along the first
direction, the third segments of the first cable signal line
and the second cable signal line being spaced apart from
one another by the first distance.
[0097] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
provide a connector, comprising: a connector body; a
first fastening portion extending from the connector body
and including a first protrusion that protrudes downwards;
a second fastening portion extending from the connector
body, the second fastening portion being adjacent to the
first fastening portion, the second fastening portion in-
cluding a second protrusion that protrudes downwards
and is spaced apart from the connector body along a first
direction by a distance that is less than a distance be-
tween the first protrusion and the connector body along
the first direction; a third fastening portion extending from
the connector body and including a third protrusion that
protrudes upwards at a position corresponding to a po-
sition of the first protrusion; and a fourth fastening portion
extending from the connector body, the fourth fastening
portion being adjacent to the third fastening portion, the
fourth fastening portion including a fourth protrusion that
protrudes upwards at a position corresponding to a po-
sition of the second protrusion.
[0098] In one or more embodiments, the connector
body includes a first body portion and a second body
portion, the first and second fastening portions extending
from the first body portion, and the third and fourth fas-
tening portions extending from the second body portion.
[0099] In one or more embodiments, the connector fur-
ther comprises an adjustable fastening force assembly
configured to selectively adjust respective distances be-

tween the first and the third fastening portions and be-
tween the second and the fourth fastening portions.
[0100] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
provide an arrangement, comprising: a cable according
to one or more embodiments described herein; and a
connector according to one or more embodiments de-
scribed herein connected to the cable, wherein the first
protrusion of the first fastening portion of the connector
is connected to the first cable pin on the first face of the
film of the cable, and the fourth protrusion of the fourth
fastening portion of the connector is connected to the
second cable pin on the second face of the film of the
cable.
[0101] In one or more embodiments, the second pro-
trusion of the second fastening portion of the connector
is connected to the first dummy pin on the first face of
the film of the cable, and the third protrusion of the third
fastening portion of the connector is connected to the
second dummy pin on the second face of the film of the
cable.
[0102] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
provide a display device, comprising: a cable according
to one or more embodiments described herein; a display
panel; a first printed circuit board disposed on a first side
of the display panel; and a second printed circuit board
disposed on the first side of the display panel, the cable
being connected to the first and the second printed circuit
boards.
[0103] In one or more embodiments, the first printed
circuit board or the second printed circuit board is one of
a bridge printed circuit board, a control printed circuit
board, or a source printed circuit board.
[0104] In one or more embodiments, the display device
further comprises: a connector according to one or more
embodiments described herein disposed on the first
printed circuit board, the connector being connected to
the cable.
[0105] In one or more embodiments, the first printed
circuit board and/or the second printed circuit board in-
cludes: a board pin region disposed on a body of the first
printed circuit board and/or the second printed circuit
board; and
a plurality of board pins disposed in the board pin region
and spaced apart from one another, the plurality of board
pins including a first board pin and a second board pin,
wherein the first board pin is connected to a first board
signal line, the second board pin is connected to a second
board signal line, and the first board signal line extends
from the first board pin in a direction that is different from
a direction from which the second board signal line ex-
tends from the second board pin.
[0106] In one or more embodiments, the second board
signal line extends between the second board pin and a
conductive via in the printed circuit board body, the sec-
ond board signal line being electrically connected to the
conductive via.
[0107] In one or more embodiments, the first protrusion
of the first fastening portion of the connector is electrically
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connected to the first board signal line and the fourth
protrusion of the fourth fastening portion of the connector
is electrically connected to the second board signal line.
[0108] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
provide a device, comprising: a cable, the cable includ-
ing: a film having a first pin region and a first dummy pin
region adjacent to one another on a first face of the film,
and a second pin region and a second dummy pin region
adjacent to one another on a second face of the film op-
posite the first face, the second pin region overlapping
the first dummy pin region and the second dummy pin
region overlapping the first pin region; a first cable pin
and a second cable pin spaced apart from one another
in the first pin region; a third cable pin and a fourth cable
pin spaced apart from one another in the second pin re-
gion; a first cable signal line on the first face of the film
and connected to the first cable pin, and a second cable
signal line on the first face of the film and connected to
the second cable pin; and a third cable signal line on the
second face of the film and connected to the third cable
pin, and a fourth cable signal line on the second face of
the film and connected to the fourth cable pin.
[0109] In one or more embodiments, the device further
comprises: a first dummy pin and a second dummy pin
disposed in the first dummy pin region at positions over-
lapping the third cable pin and the fourth cable pin, re-
spectively; and a third dummy pin and a fourth dummy
pin disposed in the second dummy pin region at positions
overlapping the first cable pin and the second cable pin,
respectively.
[0110] In one or more embodiments, a distance be-
tween the first cable signal line and the second cable
signal line is different than a width of the first dummy pin.
[0111] In one or more embodiments, one of the first
cable signal line and the second cable signal line is ap-
plied with a positive (+) signal and a remaining one there-
of is applied with a negative (-) signal, and wherein one
of the third cable signal line and the fourth cable signal
line is applied with a positive (+) signal and a remaining
one thereof is applied with a negative (-) signal.
[0112] In one or more embodiments, the first pin re-
gion, the first dummy pin region, the second pin region,
and the second dummy pin region are positioned adja-
cent to a first end of the film.
[0113] In one or more embodiments, the cable com-
prises a flexible flat cable.
[0114] In one or more embodiments, a first distance
between the first cable signal line and the second cable
signal line outside of the first pin region is less than a
second distance between the first cable pin and the sec-
ond cable pin in the first pin region.
[0115] In one or more embodiments, first segments of
each of the first cable signal line and the second cable
signal line extend along a first direction from the first cable
pin and the second cable pin, respectively, second seg-
ments of each of the first cable signal line and the second
cable line extend toward one another from the respective
first segments, and third segments of each of the first

cable signal line and the second cable signal line respec-
tively extend from the second segments along the first
direction, the third segments of the first cable signal line
and the second cable signal line being spaced apart from
one another by the first distance.
[0116] In one or more embodiments, the device further
comprises: a display panel; a first printed circuit board
disposed on a first side of the display panel; and a second
printed circuit board disposed on the first side of the dis-
play panel, the cable being connected to the first and the
second printed circuit boards.
[0117] In one or more embodiments, the first printed
circuit board or the second printed circuit board is one of
a bridge printed circuit board, a control printed circuit
board, or a source printed circuit board.
[0118] In one or more embodiments, the device further
comprises: a first connector on the first printed circuit
board, the first connector being connected to the cable,
wherein the first connector comprises: a connector body;
a first fastening portion extending from the connector
body and including a first protrusion that protrudes down-
wards; a second fastening portion extending from the
connector body, the second fastening portion being ad-
jacent to the first fastening portion, the second fastening
portion including a second protrusion that protrudes
downwards and is spaced apart from the connector body
in a first direction by a distance that is less than a distance
between the first protrusion and the connector body in
the first direction; a third fastening portion extending from
the connector body and including a third protrusion that
protrudes upwards at a position that corresponds to a
position of the first protrusion; and a fourth fastening por-
tion extending from the connector body, the fourth fas-
tening portion being adjacent to the third fastening por-
tion, the fourth fastening portion including a fourth pro-
trusion that protrudes upward at a position that corre-
sponds to the second protrusion.
[0119] In one or more embodiments, at least one of
the first printed circuit board or the second printed circuit
board includes: a board pin region disposed on a body
of the at least one of the first printed circuit board or the
second printed circuit board; and a plurality of board pins
disposed in the board pin region and spaced apart from
one another, the plurality of board pins including a first
board pin and a second board pin, wherein the first board
pin is connected to a first board signal line, the second
board pin is connected to a second board signal line, and
the first board signal line extends from the first board pin
in a direction that is different from a direction from which
the second board signal line extends from the second
board pin.
[0120] In one or more embodiments, the second board
signal line extends between the second board pin and a
conductive via in the printed circuit board body, the sec-
ond board signal line being electrically connected to the
conductive via.
[0121] In one or more embodiments, in use, the first
board pin transmits a signal having a first polarity, and
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the second board pin transmits a signal having a second
polarity that is opposite the first polarity.
[0122] In one or more embodiments, the first protrusion
is electrically connected to the first board signal line and
the fourth protrusion is electrically connected to the sec-
ond board signal line.
[0123] In one or more embodiments, each of the first
printed circuit board and the second printed circuit board
respectively includes: a board region disposed on a print-
ed circuit board body; and a plurality of board pins dis-
posed in the board pin region and spaced apart from one
another, the plurality of board pins including a first board
pin and a second board pin, wherein the first board pin
is connected to a first board signal line, the second board
pin is connected to a second board signal line, and the
first board signal line extends from the first board pin in
a direction that is different from a direction from which
the second board signal line extends from the second
board pin.
[0124] In one or more embodiments, in use, the first
board pins of the first source printed circuit board and
the second source printed circuit board transmit respec-
tive signals having a first polarity, and the second board
pins transmit respective signals having a second polarity
that is opposite the first polarity.
[0125] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
provide a connector, comprising: a connector body; a
first fastening portion extending from the connector body
and including a first protrusion that protrudes downwards;
a second fastening portion extending from the connector
body, the second fastening portion being adjacent to the
first fastening portion, the second fastening portion in-
cluding a second protrusion that protrudes downwards
and is spaced apart from the connector body along a first
direction by a distance that is less than a distance be-
tween the first protrusion and the connector body along
the first direction; a third fastening portion extending from
the connector body and including a third protrusion that
protrudes upwards at a position corresponding to a po-
sition of the first protrusion; and a fourth fastening portion
extending from the connector body, the fourth fastening
portion being adjacent to the third fastening portion, the
fourth fastening portion including a fourth protrusion that
protrudes upwards at a position corresponding to a po-
sition of the second protrusion.
[0126] In one or more embodiments, the first protrusion
is connected to a first cable pin on a first face of a cable,
and the fourth protrusion is connected to a second cable
pin on a second face of the cable that is opposite the first
face.
[0127] In one or more embodiments, the second pro-
trusion is connected to a first dummy pin on the first face
of the cable, and the third protrusion is connected to a
second dummy pin on the second face of the cable.
[0128] In one or more embodiments, the connector
body includes a first body portion and a second body
portion, the first and second fastening portions extending
from the first body portion, and the third and fourth fas-

tening portions extending from the second body portion.
[0129] In one or more embodiments, the connector fur-
ther comprises an adjustable fastening force assembly
configured to selectively adjust respective distances be-
tween the first and the third fastening portions and be-
tween the second and the fourth fastening portions.
[0130] The above description and the accompanying
drawings provide an example of the technical idea of the
present disclosure for illustrative purposes only. Those
having ordinary knowledge in the technical field, to which
the present disclosure pertains, will appreciate that var-
ious modifications and changes in form, such as combi-
nation, separation, substitution, and change of a config-
uration, are possible without departing from the essential
features of the present disclosure. Therefore, the em-
bodiments disclosed in the present disclosure are intend-
ed to illustrate the scope of the technical idea of the
present disclosure, and the scope of the present disclo-
sure is not limited by the embodiment. The scope of the
present disclosure shall be construed on the basis of the
accompanying claims.
[0131] The various embodiments described above can
be combined to provide further embodiments. These and
other changes can be made to the embodiments in light
of the above-detailed description. In general, in the fol-
lowing claims, the terms used should not be construed
to limit the claims to the specific embodiments disclosed
in the specification, but should be construed to include
all possible embodiments. Accordingly, the claims are
not limited by the disclosure.

Claims

1. A cable, comprising:

a film (221) having a first pin region (210a) and
a first dummy pin region (210b) adjacent to one
another on a first face of the film (221), and a
second pin region (220a) and a second dummy
pin region (220b) adjacent to one another on a
second face of the film (221) opposite the first
face, the second pin region (220a) overlapping
the first dummy pin region (210b) and the sec-
ond dummy pin region (220b) overlapping the
first pin region (210a);
a first cable pin (201a) and a second cable pin
(202a) spaced apart from one another in the first
pin region (210a);
a third cable pin (203a) and a fourth cable pin
(204a) spaced apart from one another in the sec-
ond pin region (220a);
a first cable signal line (201c) on the first face of
the film (221) and connected to the first cable
pin (201a), and a second cable signal line (202c)
on the first face of the film (221) and connected
to the second cable pin (202a); and
a third cable signal line (203c) on the second
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face of the film (221) and connected to the third
cable pin (203a), and a fourth cable signal line
(204c) on the second face of the film (221) and
connected to the fourth cable pin (204a).

2. The cable of claim 1, further comprising:

a first dummy pin (201b) and a second dummy
pin (202b) disposed in the first dummy pin region
(210b) at positions overlapping the third cable
pin (203a) and the fourth cable pin (204a), re-
spectively; and
a third dummy pin (203b) and a fourth dummy
pin (204b) disposed in the second dummy pin
region (220b) at positions overlapping the first
cable pin (201a) and the second cable pin
(202a), respectively.

3. The cable of claim 2, wherein a distance between
the first cable signal line (201c) and the second cable
signal line (202c) is different than a width of the first
dummy pin (201b).

4. The cable of any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the
first pin region (210a), the first dummy pin region
(210b), the second pin region (220a), and the second
dummy pin region (220b) are positioned adjacent to
a first end of the film (221).

5. The cable of any one of claims 1 to 4, configured as
a flexible flat cable.

6. The cable of any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein a first
distance between the first cable signal line (201c)
and the second cable signal line (202c) outside of
the first pin region (210a) is less than a second dis-
tance between the first cable pin (201a) and the sec-
ond cable pin (202a) in the first pin region (210a).

7. The cable of claim 6, wherein first segments of each
of the first cable signal line (201c) and the second
cable signal line (202c) extend along a first direction
from the first cable pin (201a) and the second cable
pin (202a), respectively, second segments of each
of the first cable signal line (201c) and the second
cable signal line extend toward one another from the
respective first segments, and third segments of
each of the first cable signal line (201c) and the sec-
ond cable signal line (202c) respectively extend from
the second segments along the first direction, the
third segments of the first cable signal line (201c)
and the second cable signal line (202c) being spaced
apart from one another by the first distance.

8. A connector (310), comprising:

a connector body (320a, 320b);
a first fastening portion (311) extending from the

connector body (320a, 320b) and including a
first protrusion (311a) that protrudes down-
wards;
a second fastening portion (312) extending from
the connector body (320a, 320b), the second
fastening portion (312) being adjacent to the first
fastening portion (311), the second fastening
portion (312) including a second protrusion
(312a) that protrudes downwards and is spaced
apart from the connector body (320a, 320b)
along a first direction by a distance that is less
than a distance between the first protrusion
(311a) and the connector body (320a, 320b)
along the first direction;
a third fastening portion (313) extending from
the connector body (320a, 320b) and including
a third protrusion (313a) that protrudes upwards
at a position corresponding to a position of the
first protrusion (311a); and
a fourth fastening portion (314) extending from
the connector body (320a, 320b), the fourth fas-
tening portion (314) being adjacent to the third
fastening portion (313), the fourth fastening por-
tion (314) including a fourth protrusion (314a)
that protrudes upwards at a position corre-
sponding to a position of the second protrusion
(312a).

9. The connector (310) of claim 8, wherein the connec-
tor body (320a, 320b) includes a first body portion
(320a) and a second body portion (320b), the first
and second fastening portions (311, 312) extending
from the first body portion (320a), and the third and
fourth fastening portions (313, 314) extending from
the second body portion (320b).

10. The connector (310) of claim 8 or 9, further compris-
ing an adjustable fastening force assembly (350,
351) configured to selectively adjust respective dis-
tances between the first and the third fastening por-
tions (311, 313) and between the second and the
fourth fastening portions (312, 314).

11. An arrangement, comprising:

a cable according to any one of claims 1 to 7; and
a connector (310) according to any one of claims
8 to 10 connected to the cable,
wherein the first protrusion (311a) of the first fas-
tening portion (311) of the connector (310) is
connected to the first cable pin (201a) on the
first face of the film (221) of the cable, and the
fourth protrusion (314a) of the fourth fastening
portion (314) of the connector (310) is connected
to the second cable pin (202a) on the second
face of the film (221) of the cable.

12. The arrangement of claim 11, wherein the second
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protrusion (312a) of the second fastening portion
(312) of the connector (310) is connected to the first
dummy pin (201b) on the first face of the film (221)
of the cable, and the third protrusion (313a) of the
third fastening portion (313) of the connector (310)
is connected to the second dummy pin (202b) on the
second face of the film (221) of the cable.

13. A display device (100), comprising:

a cable according to any one of claims 1 to 7;
a display panel (110);
a first printed circuit board (130a) disposed on
a first side of the display panel (110); and
a second printed circuit board (130b) disposed
on the first side of the display panel (110), the
cable being connected to the first and the sec-
ond printed circuit boards (130a, 130b),
wherein, preferably, the first printed circuit board
(130a) or the second printed circuit board (130b)
is one of a bridge printed circuit board, a control
printed circuit board, or a source printed circuit
board.

14. The display device of claim 13, further comprising:

a connector (310) according to any one of claims
8 to 10 disposed on the first printed circuit board
(130a), the connector (310) being connected to
the cable.

15. The display device of claim 14, wherein the first print-
ed circuit board (130a) and/or the second printed
circuit board (130b) includes:

a board pin region (310a) disposed on a body
of the first printed circuit board (130a) and/or the
second printed circuit board (130b); and
a plurality of board pins (501a, ..., 504a) dis-
posed in the board pin region (310a) and spaced
apart from one another, the plurality of board
pins (501a, ..., 504a) including a first board pin
(501a) and a second board pin (501a), wherein
the first board pin (501a) is connected to a first
board signal line (501b), the second board pin
(502a) is connected to a second board signal
line (502b), and the first board signal line (501b)
extends from the first board pin (501a) in a di-
rection that is different from a direction from
which the second board signal line (502b) ex-
tends from the second board pin (502a),
wherein, preferably, the second board signal
line (502b) extends between the second board
pin (502a) and a conductive via (Vh) in the print-
ed circuit board body, the second board signal
line (502b) being electrically connected to the
conductive via (Vh),
wherein, further preferably, the first protrusion

(311a) of the first fastening portion (311) of the
connector (310) is electrically connected to the
first board signal line (501b) and the fourth pro-
trusion (314a) of the fourth fastening portion
(314) of the connector (310) is electrically con-
nected to the second board signal line (502b).
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